Just what is Fulltext @ Hekman service which, is Hekman Libraries revolutionary new

That is to say, there are three ways to get something in fulltext: in print, online, and ILL. For the first time ever the fulltext @ hekman service makes it possible to for you to see your options and act on them with just one click! (and all of that......from wherever you already are!!!!)

Online Resource

Project MUSE is a unique collaboration between libraries and publishers providing 100% full-text, online access to over 300 high quality humanities, arts, and social sciences journals from 60 scholarly publishers.

Hekman Library has access to the extensive Project Muse collection. Every journal is thoroughly indexed and peer-reviewed, with critically acclaimed articles by the most respected scholars in their fields.

That is to say, there are three ways to get something in fulltext: in print, online, and ILL. For the first time ever the fulltext @ hekman service makes it possible to for you to see your options and act on them with just one click! (and all of that......from wherever you already are!!!!)

• Additional browsing opportunities, with a streamlined design that offers more graphics and highlights current news headlines.
• Video results under a new "Videos" tab.
• Newspapers, newsletters and news feeds populating a just-added "News" tab.
• Improvements to the printing, e-mailing and viewing options available at the document level.
• Access to PDFs for many periodicals, reference, and pamphlets.

Just in time to help you with your healthy New Year’s Resolution, Health and Wellness Resource Center has